
Using the animal highlight feature

The highlight number is used when displaying the Highlighted Animals section on your Website's Front Page, the Animals Browse and Animals List 
pages.

 

On this page:

Displaying Highlighted Animals on your Front Page
Using the Highlight number to change the order of Animals on the Animal Browse Page.

Things to know about highlighting animals:

You can find the field in the Administrative Information section of fields when adding or editing an animal.
The highlight number is a priority number or order number for your animals with the value (0-10) on the  or  page.Add an Animal Edit an Animal
The lower the highlight number, the higher the animal will appear on the list; 0 is the highest and 10 is the lowest.

Displaying Highlighted Animals on your Front Page

This feature is only available with the Website Service.

Where do I find it?

You'll find the field in the  section of fields when Administrative Information Adding or Editing an Animal.



You can:

Turn this feature on or off.
Control how many animals are shown.
Choose how much of their bio is shown.
Choose which animals are shown using the Highlight number when adding/editing an animal.
You can control how many Highlighted Animals are shown on the front page and Animals Home page from Website > Settings > Front Page 
Options.

Example of a displaying a Highlighted Animal on the home page.

Using the Highlight number to change the order of Animals on the Animal Browse Page.

Where do I find it?

You'll find this under Website > Settings > Front Page Options.

For more on this feature and the options available, see .Using the Website Service Settings
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In this example, I've changed the highlight number for Black Diamond and Hardy to 0. This places them before the other animals on the browse page.
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